
KENWYN SHRIMP

Hook - Double 2-6

Tail - Red Boar Bristles

 Ruby Red Bucktail

 Red and Pearl Flash

Rib - Red or Copper wire

Back - Polythene strip

Eyes - Blobbed and varnished mono

Body - Mixed Claret, Red and

   Orange seals fur

Hackle - Long Red or Claret cock palmered

37

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the Red thread and wind down to

part way around the bend. Prepare and tie 4 Boar bristles dyed red, 2

stands of Red flash, 2 strands of Pear flash and a bunch of Ruby Red

bucktail for the tail so that it is about twice the hook length and points

downwards at 450. Cut a piece of heavy guage polythene about 8mm

wide. Stretch it until it is half the width. Taper cut the end and tie it in

reversed with the strip at the back. Tie in a set of mono eyes with figure

of eight turns of thread and glue in place. Tie in a length of heavy Red

or Copper wire. Trim off all the waste ends, apply a drop of superglue

and bind everything down tightly. Dub the thread with the mixed fur.

Wind this up and down forming a carrot shaped body thickest at the

bend, finish with the thread at the head. Prepare a long fibred Red or

Claret cock hackle and tie in by the tip at the head. Palmer it down to

the tail, it should be more dense at the tail end. Stroke the fibres down

and backwards. Take the strip of polythene and pull it over the back

and tie down tightly at the head. Take the wire and rib up to the head

over the poly back and securing the hackle. Tie off and trim the waste.

Trim off the waste hackle at the tail. Trim the poly over the eye to about

4mm and then cut to a V shape. Whip finish and add a drop of varnish.

To prepare the mono eyes cut a 1” piece of 50lb mono. Hold in a pair of

needle nosed pliers above a gentle flame until the mono droops and

forms a U shape. Trim both the stalks to about 1/4” and them flame the

end of each stalk to produce a big blob eye. Give these blobs several

coats of black varnish to look like this.




